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abstract: This article addresses the politics and the policies of mission in the Portuguese 
colonial empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It explores the extent 
to which such policies were shaped by the international, transnational, and inter-imperial 
dynamics of political and religious internationalisms embraced by sectors of the Catholic 
and Protestant churches.
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internacionalisMo y políticas y políticas de Misión en el iMperio colonial 
portugués (1885-1930)

Este artículo aborda la política y las políticas de misión en el imperio colonial portugués a 
fines del siglo xix y principios del xx. Explora en qué medida dichas políticas eran configu-
radas por las dinámicas internacionales, trasnacionales e interimperiales de las políticas y 
religiones abarcados por sectores de las Iglesias Católica y Protestante.
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Starting in the mid-nineteenth century, the increasing importance of and interest in issues 
related to Africa, in political and economic but also in religious circles, entailed the emer-
gence and development of particular international, transnational, and inter-imperial dy-
namics, which supported and promoted novel forms of imperialism and also distinct, but 
interrelated types of political and religious internationalisms.1 The emergence and conso-
lidation of formal and informal «social, cultural, political and economic connections bet-
ween individuals from different states, regions and locales» was an important phenome-
non that generated new ideas, organisations, identities, and solidarities.2 As a 
consequence, multiple instances and processes of «imperial internationalism and interna-
tionalist imperialisms» emerged, namely after the Conferences of Berlin (1884-85) and of 
Brussels (1889-90). The interdependence between idioms, projects, networks, and insti-
tutions focused on the promotion of internationalist and imperialist agendas became re-
current and consequential.3 The internationalisation (and «trans-nationalisation») of im-
perial and colonial affairs —connected but distinct phenomena— became a fundamental 
element in the definition of the contemporary worl.4 Interimperial competition became 
progressively submitted to forms of international regulation. The General Acts of Berlin 
and Brussels were founding moments of a novel normative context of imperial and colo-
nial processes.5 Later, the League of Nations (LoN) and its specialized bodies, created in 

1. See Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, A Diplomacia do Império. Política e Religião na Partilha de África, Lis-
bon, Edições 70, 2012. For the new imperialism, see the historiographical synthesis by Porter, Andrew, O Impe-
rialismo Europeu, 1860-1914, Lisbon, Edições 70, 2011, and Doyle, Michael W., Empires, New York and Lon-
don, Cornell University Press, 1986, pp. 141-349. For nineteenth-century internationalisms see: Geyer, Martin 
H., and J. Paulmann, The Mechanics of Internationalism: Culture, Society and Politics from the 1840s to the First 
World War, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001.

2. Reinisch, Jessica, «Introduction: Agents of Internationalism», Contemporary European History, vol. 25, 
Special Issue 02, May 2016, pp. 195-205, at p. 200.

3. On imperial internationalism and internationalist imperialism see, in particular: Jerónimo, Miguel Ban-
deira, «Uma Sociedade de Impérios: A imaginação política imperial e o internacionalismo do entreguerras», in 
Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, and José Pedro Monteiro (eds.), Os passados do presente: Internacionalismo, impe-
rialismo e a construção do mundo contemporâneo, Lisbon: Almedina, 2015, pp. 235-270. This collective volume 
explores many examples of historical intersection between imperialism and internationalism. For the Berlin 
African Conference, see Förster, S., W. J. Mommsen, and R. Robinson (eds.), Bismarck, Europe, and Africa. The 
Berlin Africa Conference 1884-1885 and the Onset of Partition, Oxford, Oxford University Press/The German 
Historical Institute of London, 1988. For the Brussels Conference, less studied, see: Laqua, Daniel, The Age of 
Internationalism and Belgium, 1880-1930: Peace, Progress and Prestige, Manchester, Manchester University 
Press, 2013, pp. 47-50; Mulligan, William, «The Anti-slave Trade Campaign in Europe, 1888-90», in Mulligan, 
William, and Maurice Bric (eds.), A Global History of Anti-Slavery Politics in the Nineteenth Century, New 
York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013, pp. 149-170.

4. For the conceptual and analytical debates about internationalism and transnationalism see, among 
others: Calvin, Patricia, «Time, manner, place: writing modern European history in global, transnational and 
international contexts», European History Quarterly, vol. 40, n.º 4, 2010, pp. 624-640; Iriye, Akira, Global and 
Transnational History: The Past, Present and Future, Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. For an important 
contribution regarding the concept of internationalisation see Goldmann, Kjell, Transforming the European 
nation-state: dynamics of internationalization, London, Sage, 2001.

5. For the international regulation see: Koskenniemi, Martti, The Gentle Civilizer of Nations: The Rise and 
Fall of International Law, 1870-1960, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002, pp. 98-178; Anghie, An-
tony, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
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the aftermath of the Paris Conference of Peace, also generated repertoires and mecha-
nisms of supervision and potential intervention in imperial and colonial politics and po-
licies.6

Protestant and Catholic missionary revivalisms were an outcome of longer historical 
processes with distinct temporalities and dynamics, and were closely connected to the 
overall «political» and «economic» processes of internationalisation of African affairs in 
the long nineteenth-century, essentially since the 1870s. They promoted projects of evan-
gelisation and conversion at a global scale that had clear imperial ramifications: they were 
connected with, but were not reducible to, political and economic projects of the empire-
states. They were related, in varying degrees, with the inter-imperial —geopolitical and 
geo-religious— rivalries of the time.7 These revivalisms and the related global evangeli-
zing vistas were also tied to other important international and transnational dynamics. 
They revealed crucial examples of modalities of religious internationalism, both Catholic 
and Protestant. The consolidation of a «cluster of voluntary transnational organisations 
and representations crystallizing around international issues» that focused on religious 
and ecclesiastical matters —the backbones of religious internationalism— had an impor-
tant impact in national political and religious events and processes.8 The constitution of 
the «Black International», an international and transnational network of «ultramontane 
Catholicism» that since the 1870s aimed to «coordinate international Catholic agitation 
in favour of the Pope and against secularisation», was one of the most informative exam-
ples. Another was provided by the role of transnational religious institutes and congrega-
tions that abounded during the century.9 In the Protestant world, multiple organisations 
and solidarities were involved in the international campaigns for abolitionism. Later on 
they were pivotal to the international impact of the denunciations of the Congo atrocities 

2007, pp. 32-114. See also: Nuzzo, Luigi, Origini di una scienza. Diritto internazionale e colonialismo nel xix 
secolo, Frankfurt am Main, Vittorio Klostermann, 2012.

6. Pedersen, Susan, The Guardians: The League of Nations and the Crisis of Empire, Oxford, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2015; Dimier, Veronique, «L’internationalisation du débat colonial: rivalités autour de la Commis-
sion Permanente des Mandats», Outre-mers, vol. 89, n.º 336-337, 2002, pp. 333-360; Callahan, Michael, A Sa-
cred Trust: The League of Nations and Africa, 1929-1946, Brighton, Sussex Academic Press, 2004.

7. For the Catholic world see: Prudhomme, Claude, Stratégie Missionnaire du Saint-Siège sous Léon XIII
(1878-1903), Rome, École Française de Rome, 1994, and Missions Chrétiennes et colonisation. xvie-xxe siècle, 
Paris, Cerf, 2004. For the Protestant see: Porter, Andrew, Religion vs. Empire? British Protestant Missionaries 
and Overseas Expansion, 1700-1914, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004, and Stanley, Brian, The 
Bible and the Flag: Protestant Missions and British Imperialism in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Lei-
cester, Apollos, 1990. See also Jerónimo, A Diplomacia do Império, cit.

8. Green, Abigail, and Viaene, Vincent, «Introduction: Rethinking Religion and Globalisation», en idem. 
Religious Internationals in the Modern World, Basingstoke, Palgrave, 2012, pp. 1-2.

9. Viaene, Vincent, «International history, religious history, Catholic history: Perspectives for Cross-ferti-
lisation (1830-1914)», European History Quarterly, October, 2008, vol. 38, n.º 4, pp. 578-607, at p. 588. For the 
Black International see: Lamberts, Emiel, «L’Internationale Noire. Une organisation secrète au service du Saint-
Siège» and Viaene, Vincent, «The Roman Question. Catholic Mobilisation and Papal Diplomacy during the 
Pontificate of Pius IX (1846-1878)», both in Lamberts, Emiel (ed.), The Black International. L’Internationale 
Noire. 1870-1878. The Holy See and Militant Catholicism in Europe, Leuven, Leuven University Press, 2002, 
pp. 15-102 and pp. 135-177, respectively.
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and of the «slave cacao» scandal in São Tomé in the 1900s.10 The transatlantic and trans-
imperial nature of these networks proved crucial to the enhancement of their scope and 
influence.11 The missionary World Conferences in New York (the 1900 Ecumenical Con-
ference on Foreign Missions) —which was preceded by the Conference on Foreign Mis-
sions (1878) and the London Centenary Missionary Conference (1888)— and in 
Edinburgh (the 1910 World Missionary Conference), and the creation of the Internatio-
nal Missionary Council in 1921, reinforced these tendencies and, to a certain extent, ins-
titutionalized the principles of international and interdenominational cooperation.12

Of course, many of these post-WWI religious internationalisms, strongly connected 
to the Protestant International Missionary Council and to the new Catholic missionary 
policy, intersected with and were related to imperial and colonial outlooks and projects. 
Despite the proclamation of a mission beyond national constraints, these religious inter-
nationalisms frequently aligned themselves with national projects. In distinct ways, many 
of these internationalisms were related to the need to devise a collective, cooperative, 
competitive, but regulated, missionary strategy at colonial and international levels. They 
aimed to participate in the processes of internationalisation of imperial and colonial 
affairs, namely via the intervention in international organisations and national polities, 
with a view to guarantee particular privileges and rewards in the growingly competitive 
missionary fields and in a context of enhanced political and economic inter-imperial and 
national rivalries. Finally, as a consequence, they also envisaged the formulation of parti-
cular colonial policies, the policies of mission, the set of state-sponsored political regula-
tions and strategies that aimed to determine the goals and the limits of ecclesiastical and 
missionary activities in the colonial world, affecting state-church relations in metropoli-
tan and colonial contexts alike. Therefore, to understand the politics and the policies of 
mission one must assess the constellation of international and transnational dynamics 
—of states, of international and transnational organisations (from the League of Nations 
to the Holy See, the International Missionary Council, and missionary societies), of impe-
rial internationalisms and internationalist imperialisms— that contributed, again in 
varying degrees, to their definition.

10. Porter, Andrew, «Trusteeship, Anti-Slavery and Humanitarianism», en idem (ed.), Oxford History of
the British Empire, vol. III, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999, pp. 198-221; Ewans, M., European atrocity, 
African catastrophe. Leopold II, the Congo Free State and its aftermath, London, Routledge, 2002; Grant, Kevin, 
A Civilised Savagery: Britain and the New Slaveries in Africa 1884-1926, London, Routledge, 2005; Jerónimo, 
Miguel Bandeira, The «Civilizing Mission» of Portuguese Colonialism (c. 1870-1930), Basingstoke, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015.

11. Stuart, John, «Beyond Sovereignty? Protestant Missions, Empire and Transnationalism», en Grant,
Kevin, Philippa Levine and Frank Trentmann (ed.), Beyond Sovereignty. Britain, Empire and Transnationalism 
c. 1880-1950, Basingstoke and New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2007, pp. 103-125.

12. See, respectively: Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions, Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New
York, 1900: report of the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions, held in Carnegie Hall and neighboring 
churches, April 21 to May 1, New York: American Tract Society, 1900; Stanley, Brian, The World Missionary 
Conference: Edinburgh 1910, Cambridge: Eerdmans, 2009; Hogg, William Richey, Ecumenical Foundations:

A History of the International Missionary Council and its Nineteenth-Century Background, New York, Har-
per, 1952.
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This text aims to demonstrate the centrality of political and religious events that are 
fundamental to the understanding of the history of contemporary imperialism and interna-
tionalism —and also to the evaluation of the religious (ecclesiastical and missionary) dyna-
mics that greatly impacted imperial and colonial by focusing on three historical observato-
ries. This purpose entails important methodological and analytical interventions. The 
connection, cross-fertilisation, and integration of histories and historiographies —interna-
tional, imperial, national, ecclesiastical, and missionary— is one of the most important. The 
intersection of scales of analysis —metropolitan, international, and colonial— is another.13 
Perhaps, as prominently, the de-nationalisation of the study of political and ecclesiastical 
relations in imperial and colonial contexts is a methodological and analytical requisite. The 
analytical framework required to understand the relative importance of international and 
transnational dynamics in the formulation of the policies of mission by the Portuguese em-
pire-state needs to take these three aspects into account. The same goes, more generally, for 
all the efforts to address the history of the so-called Portuguese «third colonial empire».14

The first historical observatory refers to the beginning of the Portuguese republican 
regime, established in 1910, after the overthrow of the Constitutional Monarchy.15 Repu-
blican political ideology, with an adversarial stand towards Catholic religious congrega-
tions, especially the Society of Jesus, had to face the norms of international law regarding 
missionary work, namely those that protected the role of missions and missionary activi-
ties in Africa since the Berlin Conference’s General Act.16 To explore this aspect, we ad-
dress the process that led to the expulsion of the Jesuits from Mozambique and their re-
placement by the Verbites missionaries (Society of the Divine Word). This case reveals 

13. For a similar argument that advocates the need for the cross-fertilisation between international and
ecclesiastical histories see: Viaene, Vincent, «International history…», cit. For the analytical framework see: 
Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, «A Escrita Plural dos Impérios: Economia, Geopolítica e Religião na obra de An-
drew Porter», in Porter, Andrew, O Imperialismo Europeu, 1860-1914, cit., pp. 30-48.

14. For the policies of mission see: Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, «Missions et Empire. Politique et religion
dans le nouveaux Brésiles en Afrique (1860-1890)», Histoire, Monde & cultures religieuses, n.º 31, 2014, pp. 77-
94; Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, and Hugo Gonçalves Dores, ««Las políticas de la Misión. Continuidd y cambio 
en el imaginario imperial portugués (1880-1930)», in Lemps, Xavier Huetz de, Maria Dolores Elizalde and 
Gonzalo Álvarez Chillida (eds), Gobernar Colonias, Administrar Almas. Poder colonial y órdenes religiosas en la 
renovación de los imperios ibéricos (1808-1930), Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, forthcoming. For a collective over-
view of the Portuguese colonial empire see: Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira (ed.), O império colonial em questão, 
Lisbon, Edições 70; 2012 (reprinted in 2013).

15. For a recent collective analysis of the end of the Monarchy and the establishment of the republican
regime in Portugal, see, among others: Teixeira, Nuno Severiano (coord.), História de Portugal Contemporâneo, 
vol. 3, A Crise do Liberalismo (1890-1930), Lisbon, Objectiva, Fundação MAPFRE, 2014.

16. For the impact of Missions International Law in Portugal see: Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, Uma Missão
para o Império: política missionária e o «novo imperialismo» (1885-1926), PhD thesis, University of Lisbon, 
2014, and A Missão da República: Política, Religião e o Império Colonial Português (1910-1926), Lisbon: Edições 
70, 2015, pp. 27-36. See also Gründer, Horst, «Christian Missionary Activities in Africa in the Age of Imperia-
lism and the Berlin Conference of 1884-1885», en Förster, S., W. J. Mommsen and R. Robinson (eds.), Bis-
marck, Europe, and Africa, cit., pp. 85-103, and Akinwumi, Olayemi, «Political or Spiritual Partition: The Im-
pact of the 1884/85 Berlin Conference on Christian Missions in Africa», in Adogame, Afe, Roswith Gerloff and 
Klaus Hock (eds.), Christianity in Africa and the African Diaspora: The Appropriation of a Scattered Heritage, 
London, Continuum, 2008, pp. 9-19.
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the degree of intervention that missionary societies had in diplomatic spheres, political 
and religious alike. The consequences of this episode endured until the Great War and 
peace negotiations.

The second observatory relates to the aftermath of the Paris Peace Conference 
(1919). Two significant aspects marked this period. On the one hand, the renewal of the 
normative guidelines associated with the protection of missionary activities and with the 
general principle of religious freedom, first with the Treaty of Versailles, then with the 
Covenant of the League of Nations and the Convention of Saint-Germain-en-Laye. On 
the other, the emergence of new institutional arrangements, with supranational outlooks, 
designed to promote more effective evangelizing activities: in the Protestant world with 
the creation of the abovementioned International Missionary Council; in the Catholic 
one, with the new missionary policies concocted by popes Benedict XV and Pius XI, 
fostered by the Maximum Illud and Rerum Ecclesiae encyclical letters.

The third and last observatory is situated in the 1920s. It reveals the complex nature 
of the interaction and cooperation between missionary entities (Catholic and Protestant) 
and the Portuguese imperial authorities. It also shows the post-war international 
momentum’s crucial role in the evolution of this interaction. The post-war momentum 
was characterized by two seemingly contradictory tendencies: the enhancement of inter-
nationalist dynamics and the strengthening of national(ist) perspectives in colonial con-
texts. This meant that the Portuguese political authorities felt the need to modify their 
attitude towards the Catholic missionaries, mitigating antagonisms and reinvigorating the 
traditional suspicion over the action of the Protestant missionaries. In short, the formula-
tion of a policy of mission was significantly affected by international dynamics.17

I. Out with the Jesuits, enter the Verbites: the Republic’s ambiguities and the demands 
of International Law

When the republicans took power in Portugal, on 5th October 1910, one of their first 
political decisions was to renew the legislation that prohibited the presence of Catholic 
religious congregations in Portugal and in its colonial territories. Marquis of Pombal’s 
laws against the Jesuits (1759 and 1767) and the 1834 laws against Catholic religious or-
ders and congregations. Despite the existence of this legislation, Portuguese monarchical 
governments had been more or less tolerant with the return and reestablishment of reli-
gious institutes since the mid-nineteenth century, especially those involved in education, 
charity and overseas missionary activities.18 To many republicans, religious congregations 
had no place in the new society. But it was the presence of the Jesuits that was at the heart 

17. See Hastings, Adrian, «The clash of Nationalism and Universalism within Twentieth-century Missio-
nary Christianity», in Stanley, Brian (ed.), Missions, Nationalism and the End of Empire, Grand Rapids, Eerd-
mans, 2003, pp. 15-33. See also Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 157-193.

18. See Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira A Diplomacia do Império, cit., and also Neto, Vitor, O Estado, a Igreja 
e a Sociedade em Portugal (1832-1911), Lisbon, INCM, 1998, pp. 342-361 and 401-455.
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of the so-called Congreganist Question in Portugal. In general, most religious institutes 
were expelled from Portuguese metropolitan and colonial domains, with two significant 
exceptions: the Holy Ghost Fathers working in Angola and the Franciscans established in 
Mozambique. Both were allowed to stay in their missions, albeit with some restrictions.19

The Society of Jesus started to erect new missions in the Upper Zambezi, in Mozam-
bique, after 1881, with the support of Portuguese imperial authorities, despite all legal 
impediments and the heated political rhetoric associated with the Portuguese culture 
wars. The promotion of secularisation and the persistence of a widespread prejudice aga-
inst the Jesuits, were not enough to impede new missionary projects and a relative 
acquiescence by the empire-state.20 Constantly facing a lack of Portuguese missionary 
personnel to send to its Mozambican missions, the Society frequently employed missio-
naries from other Jesuit provinces. By the time of the Republic, most Jesuit missionaries 
working in Mozambique came from Germany and Austria-Hungary. When the missiona-
ries received the order of eviction, they immediately looked for the support of the Ger-
man consul in Mozambique. In no time, the complaints of the German-speaking missio-
naries reached Europe and progressively involved numerous authorities. The Holy See 
followed this issue with concern. This episode was another moment in the ongoing reli-
gious controversies that opposed Rome to the new regime. The implementation of a sys-
tem of separation between Church and State was the most noteworthy. Berlin and Vien-
na, and also the Roman Curia, argued that Portugal should respect the international rules 
that governed missionary activities, specifically, the Berlin and Brussels General Acts. 
These international norms, signed by Portugal, guaranteed the protection of any Chris-
tian denomination and missionary society. Missionaries could not be expelled for reasons 
related to their denomination or to the fact that they were members of a religious congre-
gation. But in Lisbon, the government proved intransigent in this matter and upheld its 
decision: the Society of Jesus should abandon all the Portuguese territories.21

Despite a German threat of sending a war vessel to the Zambezi River mouth, the 
Portuguese government did not stand down, and the German and Austro-Hungarian 
governments reformulated their arguments. The German and Austro-Hungarian govern-
ments argued that the interests of their citizens could not be jeopardized by a Portuguese 

19. For the relations between the Republic and religion in Portugal, see, among others: Pinto, Sérgio Ri-
beiro, Separação como Modernidade. Decreto-lei de 20 de abril de 1911 e modelos alternativos, Lisbon: Centro de 
Estudos de História Religiosa, 2011; Matos, Luis Salgado, A Separação do Estado e da Igreja. Concórdia e confli-
to entre a Primeira República e o Catolicismo, Lisbon, D. Quixote, 2011; Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, «La sépara-
tion de l’Église et de l’État dans l’Empire portugais. Des limitations d’un principe essentiel de la Première Ré-
publique (1911-1919)», Histoire, Monde & Cultures religieuses, n.º 31, September 2014, pp. 95-114; and idem, 
A Missão da República, cit.

20. For the idea of «culture wars» during the processes of secularisation in nineteenth-century Europe, 
see: Clark, Christopher, Culture Wars: Secular-Catholic Conflict in Nineteenth-Century Europe, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2003. For the Portuguese context, see: Neto, Vítor, O Estado, a Igreja, cit.

21. Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 69-75. On the Jesuit presence in Mozambi-
que in the nineteenth-century see: Correia, Francisco da Cruz, O Método Missionários dos Jesuítas em Moçam-
bique, 1881-1910: Um contributo para a história da Missão da Zambézia, Braga, Livraria A.I., 1992.
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legal disposition, and since Jesuit missions had been supported by private financial aid, 
the nationalisation of the missions and their assets —privately funded— was unaccepta-
ble. Supported by the printed media and public opinion, this opposition increased when 
rumours that the Portuguese authorities were planning to take over the missions spread. 
The German and Austro-Hungarian governments conceded that the Jesuits could go, but 
that they should be replaced by missionaries with the same nationality, appointed by 
Berlin and Vienna. An agreement had to be reached.22

Law on the Separation of the Churches and the State was the cornerstone of the Por-
tuguese republican religious policy and the bone of contention between the Holy See and 
the republican power. In April 1911, the day after this law was published, the Portuguese 
minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic’s Provisional Government, Bernardino Ma-
chado, issued a dispatch in which he gave German and Austro-Hungarian Jesuit missio-
naries a period of three months to leave Mozambique. This dispatch annulled the order 
of immediate expulsion issued at the end of 1910. Moreover, the minister also confirmed 
that missionaries with the same nationality would substitute the Jesuits.23

What Bernardino Machado failed to state clearly was that the Jesuits would very 
likely be replaced by missionaries from the regular clergy, who had been prevented from 
staying in or entering Portugal by the Law of 8th October 1910. The German and Austro-
Hungarian governments, the Holy See, and, especially, the Propaganda Fide, were not 
considering sending secular priests to Mozambique. According to the guiding principle 
of Catholic missionary activity, religious congregations should be solely responsible for 
evangelizing activities. Moreover, Berlin and Vienna demanded that the Jesuits should 
stay until a new congregation was found. At the same time the dispatch was issued, the 
Propaganda Fide was looking for a religious institute that could replace the Jesuits. This 
search took longer than three months, postponing the exit of Jesuit missionaries, and 
forcing the government in Lisbon (and the authorities in Lourenço Marques) to ignore 
the deadline. This obviously impacted national politics. The delay caused numerous pro-
tests. Some politicians rejected the minister’s invocation of international conventions to 
protract the Jesuits’ eviction, arguing that diplomatic negotiations to speed up the pro-
cess should be immediately opened. Several members of the Chamber of Deputies su-
ggested that this deadlock should be used to solve the problem of religious missions, 
once and for all. It was time to effectively extinguish them overseas, whether they were 
foreign or national missions. In their place, lay missions should take on the responsibility 
of teaching and transmitting republican values, obviously emptied of any religious con-
tent. All religious missionaries should be removed from the colonial empire.24

22. Schebesta, Paul, Portugal: a Missão da Conquista no Sudeste de África. História das Missões da Zam-
bézia e do Reino do Monomotapa (1560-1920), Lisbon, Missionários do Verbo Divino, 2011 (originally publis-
hed in German in 1966).

23. Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República…, cit., p. 71.
24. Speech of Sebastião Baracho in the Chamber of Deputies, Diário da Assembleia Nacional Constituinte, 

n.º 21, 14th July 1911, 14-15. Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 72-73.
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However, the Provisional Government was not willing to start a diplomatic dispute 
whose consequences could go well beyond a mere religious rationale. The new regime 
was still waiting to be officially recognized by other powers. Moreover, the solution was 
not easy. If Catholic missions were the only ones expelled —as the most radical sects of 
the Portuguese republicanism wished—, the colonial missionary field would be open to 
the expansion of Protestant missions, which were traditionally (and allegedly) identified 
with antinational connotations. On the other hand, if the decision was extended to all 
Christian missions, the government would inevitably face a wide set of claims and accu-
sations by missionaries and their respective governments, including the reaction of the 
Holy See and of the Propaganda Fide. Such a flagrant violation of international agree-
ments, notably the General Acts of Berlin and Brussels, entailed significant consequen-
ces: international complaints, diplomatic pressures, and possible interventions in the co-
lonies by foreign governments aiming to protect their subjects and their assets, as the 
threat of a German military intervention in Mozambique to protect the Jesuits demons-
trated. But they could also include the international marginalisation of the new Portugue-
se regime through withholding recognition. At the time of the debates about the expul-
sion of the Jesuits, the government of the United States of America was the only great 
power among those with missionary interests in the Portuguese colonies to have granted 
the Portuguese republic official recognition. Even though the British government had de 
facto recognized the Republic by November 1910, a de jure recognition was still to arrive 
in Lisbon. France, the great inspiration for the Portuguese republicans, would wait until 
after the approval of the new Constitution and the election of the first president, in Au-
gust 1911. Germany and Austria-Hungary would only recognize the regime in September 
of that year. Similarly, to what happened in past occasions, namely during the signing of 
the General Act of Berlin and the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1891, the radicalised argu-
ments against the Church and against religion were not considered sufficiently important 
to start a path of diplomatic conflict with powers that were patently willing to support 
their own missionaries (and subjects).25

The appointment of a new religious congregation did not depend on the Portuguese 
authorisation. It was a decision emanating from a dialogue between German, Austro-
Hungarian, and Papal diplomacies, with the fundamental intervention of the Propaganda 
Fide. Negotiations were long and difficult, because it was not easy to find an institute 
willing to accept the missionary work left by the Jesuits and, at the same time, meet one 
of the fundamental requisites determined by the Germanic imperial governments: its 
members must be Germanic subjects. The potential candidates were scarce. These cir-
cumstances also revealed the international dimensions of Catholic missionary action at 
that time. Having initially accepted the Propaganda Fide’s invitation to replace the Je-
suits, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OMI) ended up refusing the possibility, arguing 
that relations with the Portuguese authorities would impair their activity. But the true 

25. Matos, Luis Salgado, A Separação do Estado e da Igreja, cit., pp. 178-185.
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reason was that the French authorities indicated that French missionaries should not be 
under any German protection and supervision.26 Finally, Pope Pius X selected the insti-
tute to replace the Jesuits, following a suggestion made by the Holy Ghost General Supe-
rior, Alexandre Le Roy: the Congregation of the Divine Word (the Verbite fathers), based 
in Steyl (Netherlands), but founded by German religious men in the years of Bismarck’s 
Kulturkampf.27

In Mozambique, the replacement of the Jesuits by German missionaries was not wel-
comed. Some feared that the arrival of German missionaries from a congregation that 
was not established in Portugal and that had no Portuguese members, was the first move 
towards a territorial claim by Germany, in a moment in which the republican regime was 
not firmly consolidated. Shortly afterwards, rumours regarding a new Anglo-German 
agreement to divide the Portuguese colonial empire deepened the suspicions and the 
worries of the Portuguese colonial authorities, both political and religious.28 Neverthe-
less, the Verbites were allowed to replace the Jesuits in a prolonged process that would 
last until the eve of First World War. To a republican secular regime, which advocated an 
anti-congregationist policy, the acceptance of a Catholic religious institute was more than 
a strident contradiction of its ideological principles. In the context of a clear separation 
between the State and the Church, it also appeared to downplay a policy that all Portu-
guese governments, before, during, and after the Republic, constantly proclaimed: the 
policy of a nationalizing mission (missão nacionalizadora), that is, a missionary endeavour 
that aimed to nationalize, not merely evangelize, colonized societies.

Only the exchange of declarations of war between Portugal and Germany, in March 
1916, enabled the Portuguese authorities to revert the demands imposed by the Germa-
nic governments in 1911. In Mozambique, the General-Governor did not waste time to 
order the imprisonment of the Verbite missionaries. One of the superiors of the Verbites’ 
missions, Paul Schebesta, declared that such arrests were unjustified, for they responded 
only to the widespread «animosity» towards Germans, in the colony and in Portuguese 
public opinion. Portuguese arguments were of a military nature. Whatever their denomi-
national affiliation, the missionaries were seen as representatives of particular national 
interests. Their arrest was justified as a preventive measure in a context of war.29

The imprisonment of German missionaries in the Portuguese colonies was not a uni-
que event during the global conflict.30 The association between missionary activity and 

26. The Holy Ghost Fathers also refused the invitation because they did not have enough German-spea-
king personnel.

27. Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 73-75; Schebesta, Paul, Portugal, cit.,
pp. 399-412.

28. For the Anglo-German negotiations, see: Langhorne, Richard, «Anglo-German Negotiations Concer-
ning the Future of the Portuguese Colonies, 1911-1914», The Historical Journal, vol. 16, n.º 2, 1973, pp. 361-
387; Vincent-Smith, J. D., «The Anglo-German Negotiations over the Portuguese Colonies in Africa, 
1911-1914», The Historical Journal, vol. 17, n.º 3, 1974, pp. 620-629.

29. Schebesta, Paul, Portugal, cit., pp. 431-433.
30. Lehmann, Hartmut, «Missionaries without Empire: German Protestant Missionary Efforts in the In-

terwar Period (1919-1939)», in Stanley, Brian; and Robert E. Frykenberg (eds.), Missions, Nationalism, and the 
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nationalist interests and strategies was a common assumption in colonial contexts. Pro-
testant attempts to develop an interdenominational and inter-national cooperation, na-
mely after the London Missionary Conference of 1888 (the idea of comity), or the Ro-
mans’ inducement of a process of centralisation of the Catholic missionary activities (in 
Rome and at the Propaganda Fide), were not effective in neutralizing the connection 
between nationality and missionary action. A German missionary, whether Catholic or 
Protestant, was always seen as a German citizen. This was even more so in a context of 
war, where nationalist euphoria and glorification were widespread. Suspicions and accu-
sations regarding foreign missionaries gained momentum, and the authorities easily justi-
fied their persecution. The pre-war imagination of a united and supranational evangeli-
zing front formed by Protestants and Catholics was seriously confronted. Despite these 
circumstances, J. H. Oldham, one of the leading figures of contemporary Protestantism, 
and the secretary of the Continuation Committee - created in 1910 after the Edinburgh 
World Missionary Conference to promote Protestant interdenominational cooperation,31 
tried to find a way to overcome the war’s disuniting effects. He appealed to his own go-
vernment to adopt an effective policy of religious freedom that would allow everyone in 
British soil to freely practice their religion and to carry on with their missionary activities. 
Thereby, religious and missionary freedom should also be granted to German missiona-
ries. But Oldham’s proposal was misunderstood or misrepresented as anti-patriotic. Bri-
tish public opinion and British colonial and imperial authorities refused any solution that 
could be interpreted as somehow favourable to the Germans.32

II. Post-war Internationalisms

After the 1918 Armistice and the beginning of peace negotiations, Oldham saw an oppor-
tunity to press his countrymen and open some space for the Allies to revise their stance 
towards German missionaries. At the Paris Peace Conference, he advocated the protec-
tion of the missionaries and their properties. He also argued for the possibility of their 
return to the missions in which they had worked before the war. His aim was not only to 
ensure religious freedom and to preserve principles of tolerance, but also to overcome 
national divisions.

End of Empire, Grand Rapids, Cambridge: Eerdmans, 2003, pp. 34-50. Pierard, Richard, «Allied Treatment of 
Protestant Missionaries in German East Africa in World War I», Journal of Evangelical Theology, vol. 12, n.º 1, 
1993, pp. 4-17. For a coeval assessment of the effects of war in missionary work, see: «A Survey of the effect of 
the War upon Missions», International Review of Missions, vol. VIII, n.º 4, 1919, pp. 433-490.

31. For the issue of Catholic participation in Edinburgh, see: Delaney, Joan F., «From Cremona to
Edinburgh: Bishop Bonomelli and the World Missionary Conference of 1910», US Catholic Historian, vol. 20, 
n.º 3, 2002, pp. 33-49. For an analysis of the Portuguese colonial issues addressed at the Conference, see: Dores,
Hugo Gonçalves, «Uma Missão para o Império», cit., pp. 176-183.

32. Hogg, William R., Ecumenical Foundations, cit., pp. 185-189; Clements, Keith, Faith on the frontier: a
life of J. H. Oldham, Edinburgh, T& T Clark Ltd., 1999, pp. 163-166; Oldham, J. H., The Missionary Situation 
after the War, New York, Morrison and Gibb Ltd., 1920.
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In the Catholic side, the leading figure in the defence of the interests of German 
Catholic missionaries at the Paris Conference was Bonaventura Cerretti, secretary of the 
Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, and Benedict XV’s unofficial re-
presentative.33 Like Oldham, papal diplomacy sought Allied sympathy towards the Ger-
man missionaries. The Holy See’s secretary of State Pietro Gasparri explained to the 
British legation that those missionaries should be seen, «not as enemies, but as collabora-
tors in the work of civilisation».34 The Roman Curia argued that the goods and properties 
of the German Catholic missions that were confiscated during the war belonged to the 
Propaganda Fide, the entity that coordinated Catholic missionary activity. Therefore, if 
the Holy See owned those goods and properties, Pontifical authorities should be respon-
sible for redistributing them among other Catholic missionary societies. In Paris, the lea-
ders of the so-called Great Powers —Wilson, Lloyd George and Clémenceau— challen-
ged this thesis, while the Italian prime minister, Orlando, considered that the goods of 
the Holy See were property of the Italian State and, therefore, if the goods returned to 
the Propaganda Fide they should be re-directed to the Italian State. However, Cerretti’s 
persistence eventually paid off. The Allies signed a declaration that determined that the 
German missions and their respective properties would go to missionaries that came 
from the same religious denominations that operated before the conflict. Portugal also 
signed this declaration.35

The most significant result of the Catholic and Protestant pressures was the insertion 
of Article 438 in the Treaty of Versailles. The goods and properties of German missions 
were excluded from those confiscated by the Allied powers and remained in their congre-
gations.36

To Oldham, the terms of this article were an important victory for the spirit of mis-
sionary cooperation proclaimed in Edinburgh. Furthermore, it also reinforced the idea 
that the missionary movement was essentially a process of evangelisation and civilisation, 
divorced from nationalistic assumptions and drives. The latter had caused many pro-
blems to the missionary movement during the war, and the new article supposedly co-
rrected this misconception. The defence of the principle of missionary freedom was es-
sential to Oldham and to other Protestant representatives. The same happened at the 

33. The Holy See was not allowed to send an official representation to the meeting.
34. Boegner, Marc, «Governement et Missions: De l’Act de Berlin au traité de Versailles», Le Monde Non-
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sioni Tedesche», in Rumi, Giorgio (ed.), Benedetto XV e la Pace, 1918, Brescia, Morcelliana, 1990, p. 69; Ma-
yeur, Jean-Marie, «Les Églises et les relations internationales. L’Église Catholique», in Mayeur, Jean-Marie, M. 
Venard, André Vauchez and Ch. Pietri (eds.), Histoire du Christianisme. Des origines à nos jours, vol. 12, Gue-
rres Mondiales et Totalitarismes (1914-1958), Paris, Desclée-Fayard, 1990, p. 312; Pollard, John, The Unknown 
Pope. Benedict XV (1914-1922) and the Pursuit of Peace, London, Geoffrey Chapman, 2000, p. 142; Scottà, 
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Letteratura, 2009, pp. 301-325.

35. Hogg, William R., Ecumenical Foundations, cit., pp. 186-187. Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da
República, cit., pp. 131-133. 
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Holy See. For this reason, it was fundamental to reassert the pre-war international norms 
and agreements that guaranteed legal protection to Protestant and Catholic missions. 
German missionaries had already protested what they considered a violation of Article 6 
of the Berlin General Act, but with the German defeat, the treaties signed by Germany 
were at risk of being nullified.

The text of the Covenant of the League of Nations, specifically one of the paragraphs 
of Article 22, determined that the power responsible for the administration of territories 
in Central Africa should «guarantee freedom of conscience and religion, subject only to 
the maintenance of public order and morals». This principle, and its formulation, corres-
ponded to the wishes of some Catholic and Protestant actors. The full and free exercise 
of evangelizing activities by missionaries of all denominations was legally enabled. This 
was already inscribed in, and guaranteed by, the Berlin and Brussels Acts. The Conven-
tion of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, signed on 10th September 1919, revised both these docu-
ments. The novel agreement expanded the activities protected by these earlier Acts: the 
freedom of commerce and the condemnation and combat of slavery and slave trade. On 
missionary matters, Article 11 of the Convention of Saint-Germain-en-Laye reinstated 
the norm already inscribed in Article 6 of the Berlin Act, but the new writing included a 
new and significant addendum, the transcription of part of the Covenant of the League of 
Nations’ Article 22. Indeed, Article 11 assured that freedom of conscience and religion 
must be protected and respected. The only exceptions to this were the maintenance of 
the public order and the enforcement of national constitutional laws. This exception 
created the perfect conditions for states, and empire-states, to oppose missionary activi-
ties. It was the Portuguese delegation at the Peace Conference that suggested this adden-
dum, which was accepted «after much effort». To the government in Lisbon, the Portu-
guese delegates could assume that the «safeguard of the Portuguese interests» was, 
therefore, ensured.37

The head of the Portuguese representation, Afonso Costa, the main instigator of the 
Law on the Separation, stated that this addendum to was one of the «many advantages» 
obtained by Portugal during the negotiations. With this paragraph, the constitutional 
principles that forbade the entry and establishment of religious congregations would pre-
vail over any complaints by the missionaries. The legality of such opposition could not be 
questioned, even considering the prescriptions of international law. In contrast to what 
happened with prescriptions issued in Berlin and their collision with the Portuguese 
constitutional texts (first the 1826 Constitutional Charter and, then, the 1911 Republican 
Constitution), the Convention of 1919 provided some legal support to Portugal’s efforts 
to control missionary activity.38

37. Pacheco, Cristina, Portugal na Sociedade das Nações: 1919-1930, MA thesis, University of Lisbon,
1999, p. 34.

38. Telegram by Costa to Melo Barreto, 3rd August 1919; Historical Diplomatic Archive/Ministry of Fore-
ign Affairs [AHD/MNE], Colónias em Geral, volume V, Revisão dos Actos de Berlim e Bruxelas, 3.º P, A12, 
M168; fls. 186-1 to 186-2. See Dores, Hugo Gonçalves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 136-137. For Costa’s 
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These changes in the legal framework of international regulation of missionary activi-
ty created other difficulties. If the Berlin General Act determined that missionary activi-
ties could not be hampered by reasons related to the nationality of the missionaries or 
their religious denomination, the Convention of 1919 guaranteed protection and assis-
tance to «religious, scientific, or charitable institutions» that were «created and organized 
by the nationals of the other Signatory Powers and of States, Members of the League of 
Nations». This created an obvious problem, as the Holy See pointed out, years later, be-
cause it excluded a significant number of missionaries. Only the citizens from member 
states of the League of Nations were under this protection clause. As Gasparri said to the 
French ambassador to the Holy See, it was desirable that Berlin’s norms were reintrodu-
ced, «in all its extension and universality».39

The renewal of the Holy See’s missionary strategy was already underway before the 
end of the war. In 1917, the Propaganda Fide was engaged in the elaboration of a ponti-
fical document about missionary activity in China. This country was being torn apart by 
nationalist conflicts and there was a noticeable shortage of missionaries, particularly since 
the German missionaries that were there before the war did not return after its end. The 
new prefect of the Propaganda, Willem Van Rossum, the first Dutch cardinal since the 
sixteenth century, led this process of missionary re-engagement. As the leading figure in 
the re-elaboration of the papal missionary strategy, he was regarded as the «second foun-
der of the Propaganda».40 Shortly after the ratification of the Convention of Saint-Ger-
main-en-Laye, Pope Benedict XV issued the encyclical letter Maximum Illud, the «Letter 
of the Contemporary Missions», on 30th November 1919. The document intended to re-
inforce the supra-nationality of Catholic missionary action: before being Portuguese, 
French or German, a missionary was above all a Catholic. His main concern should be 
the conversion of the «heathen». This assertion was, in a sense, opposed to the nationali-
zing aims that imperial powers promoted in their own missionary endeavours overseas. 
In an attempt to protect the interests of the Catholic missions —in a way similar to the 
one being pursued by the Protestant—, Rome insisted in the spiritual character of missio-
nary work and challenged the nationalizing elements usually promoted by the policies of 
mission fostered by colonial authorities. Benedict XV reminded missionaries that their 
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«duty» was not «the extension of a human realm but of Christ’s». If the populations 
being evangelized realized that a missionary was more interested in their «earthly» home-
land, the «heathen» would regard all his work with suspicion. Catholicism was not «the 
national religion of a foreign people» and its universal character should always be under-
lined. From 1922 onwards, Benedict XV’s successor, Pius XI, continued the way paved 
by its predecessor in missionary matters. Van Rossum’s continuity as head of the Propa-
ganda Fide was revealing, as was the fact that the fundamental encyclical letter of the new 
pope (and one of the most important of the twentieth century), Rerum Ecclesiae, issued 
in 28th February 1926, reinstated several principles inscribed in the Maximum Illud.41

The revitalisation of the missionary strategy in the Protestant field was also underway 
before the end of the war, under a similar guiding principle: the centrality of supra-natio-
nality in relation to missionary activities. In 1920, Oldham wrote: «for the Christian, na-
tionality is not the ultimate loyalty. His highest allegiance is to the Christian fellowship».

In that same year, a decade after the missionary meeting in Edinburgh, the Swiss 
town of Crans welcomed a new international missionary conference, attended by mem-
bers of British, American Dutch, Belgian, French, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Swiss, 
and South-African missionary societies and German members of the Continuation Com-
mittee. The participants decided to create an International Missionary Committee. In the 
following autumn, at a meeting in Lake Mohonk (United States), they founded the Inter-
national Missionary Council (IMC).42 The new organisation was supported by two funda-
mental pillars. First, that missionary policy should only be determined by the missionary 
societies, boards, and churches that they represented. Second, that the Council would 
not approve any decision on ecclesiastical or doctrinal matters if there was any disagree-
ment between its members. The first principle aimed to secure that the elaboration of 
missionary instruments was the sole responsibility of religious entities, free in principle 
from any external intrusion, namely by political powers. The objective of the second gui-
deline was to overcome possible theological divergences among different denominations, 
highlighting the importance of forms of interdenominational cooperation in the conver-
sion of the gentile and in the expansion of the Christian realm. Thus, the International 
Missionary Council sought to become the coordinating hub of an organized and coope-
rative strategy in the field of Protestant missions.43

41. Soetens, Claude, «Pie XI et les missions», in Achille Ratti. Pape Pie XI, Actes du coloque organisé par
l’École française de Rome, Rome, École Française de Rome, 1996, pp. 725-727. Italian text of Maximum Illud in: 
<http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xv/apost_letters/documents/hf_ben-xv_apl_19191130_maxi-
mum-illud_it.html>. Italian text of Rerum Ecclesiae in: <http://www. vatican.va/holy_father/pius_xi/encycli-
cals/documents/hf_p-xi_enc_19260228_rerum-ecclesiae_it.html>.
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have an executive role.
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III. Portuguese empire and missions: the need for cooperation

Given the new international context, the missionaries, both Catholic and Protestant, 
were willing to redefine their relationship with Portuguese authorities. In Angola, the 
Holy Ghost Fathers considered the post-war moment as the proper time to solve longs-
tanding jurisdictional quarrels with the empire-state, the defender of Padroado’s preroga-
tives. In a Mémoire sent to the Propaganda Fide, the Superior General of the Congrega-
tion of the Holy Ghost concluded that the Law on the Separation had put an end to the 
Padroado regime, while the Treaty of Versailles and the Convention of 1919 had renewed 
the principles of missionary freedom in Africa, covering missionaries from all nations and 
denominations. Therefore, the Portuguese authorities could not block their free establis-
hment, action, and circulation. Le Roy optimistically hoped that republican secularism 
and the legal obligations derived from international agreements would minimize the ob-
jections of the Portuguese government to his proposals, particularly those related to the 
choice of the ecclesiastical hierarchy by the Propaganda Fide instead of the Portuguese 
authorities, and the complete subordination of Catholic missions to the Propaganda 
Fide’s religious jurisdictional authority. Achille Locatelli, Apostolic Nuncio in Lisbon, 
stated that the ideas in the Mémoire were «great», but also assumed that they were «un-
realistic» and would probably create «difficulties» to the Catholic missionaries that the 
Holy See should committedly avoid. Acknowledging the changes in the Portuguese poli-
tics and policies of mission, and warned by several missionaries, Locatelli was convinced 
that even a proclaimed lay and secular political regime such as the Republic would never 
accept losing the rights of the Padroado, namely the selection of the ecclesiastical higher-
authorities that could operate within the colonial empire. Le Roy’s ideas were indeed 
«unrealistic». Van Rossum, the mastermind behind the new supranational Catholic mis-
sionary policy, was warned of the risks posed by Le Roy’s Mémoire and decided that his 
requests should be abandoned. Past lessons could not be clearer: despite the existence of 
international conventions guaranteeing missionary freedom, the Portuguese authorities 
never hesitated in creating numerous obstacles to missions. The preservation of the 
Catholic missions’ status quo in the Portuguese colonies was preferable. Furthermore, the 
exception entailed by the last paragraph of Article 11 of the Convention of Saint-Ger-
main-en-Laye now gave the Portuguese state the authority to legally obstruct any action 
considered contrary to constitutional law or public security.44

The Holy See had always sought ways to cooperate with the republican regime in 
missionary matters. In 1913, when Decree n.º 233 extended the principles of the Law on 
the Separation to the colonies, the instructions that came from Rome were not the same 
of those sent when the Law was published in 1911. Instead of a public condemnation of 

44. Alexander Le Roy, Mémoire. Angola et Congo. Les dioceses et le prefectures, sent to the Propaganda
Fide, 25th January 1920; Archive of the Sacred Congregation for the Evangelisation of Peoples (ASCEP - Pro-
paganda Fide Historical Archives), Nuova Serie (NS), vol. 668, anno 1920, fl. 228. See: Dores, Hugo Gonçal-
ves, A Missão da República, cit., pp. 153-155.
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the Decree, the Papal Secretary of State, Cardinal Merry del Val, instructed missionaries 
to meet the terms of the Decree. Colonial realities required a different, more cautious 
approach. Jeopardizing the Catholic missionary presence in the Portuguese colonies 
could signify opening the door to Protestant expansion, and in a context of strong inter-
denominational competition for «native» souls, Rome seemed willing to cooperate with a 
political regime whose religious policies she frequently condemned. Similarly, for Portu-
guese governments, the presence of Catholic missionaries in the colonies was not entirely 
negative, as long as they worked in a nationalizing framework, promoting the «civilisa-
tion» of the «native» communities and obstructing the advance of Protestant interests. 
The latter were often seen as an external foreign intrusion and, therefore, a threat to 
Portuguese colonial rule. This explains why several Catholic missionaries supported Por-
tuguese missionary legislation. Some were even active collaborators in its formulation. 
Months after the publication of the Maximum Illud, Benedict XV congratulated the Por-
tuguese government for the approval of a new missionary decree, which recognized the 
central role of the Catholic missionaries, de jure and de facto, even as it promoted mis-
sions as instruments of nationalisation. This public political and legal recognition was 
fundamental to the Holy See and to the Portuguese government. Years later, papal circles 
would also praise the publication of the Statute of Missions in 1926 by the Minister of the 
Colonies João Belo. The fact that the statute focused on the role played by national mis-
sions and, therefore, contradicted the supranational and universal character declared to 
be the cornerstone of the Holy See’s missionary strategy, did not provoke criticism. The 
Portuguese imperial politics and policies of mission were seen as moving towards the re-
cognition of the centrality of Catholic missions.45

To the Protestants, this centrality revived old fears, which had prevailed during the 
Monarchy. Many had hoped that the Republic would remove them for good, but the new 
legal framework frustrated those expectations, even as imperial and international challen-
ges forced the republican governments to rethink the potential role of Catholic missions 
in their colonial project. The relations between Protestant missionaries and the Portugue-
se authorities constantly underwent moments of crisis and mutual recrimination, but they 
also entailed the advocacy and practice of cooperation. From the 1920s on, several re-
ports of the International Missionary Council about the activity of the missions —their 
everyday life and their interaction with the Portuguese authorities— suggested the need 
for a conciliatory relationship, while keeping the missionaries aware of the juridical con-
ditions that framed their action. In a report presented at a meeting in Oxford, in 1923, 
Abbe L. Warnshuis, the secretary of the IMC, stated that Portuguese legislation repre-
sented a «serious infringement» to the free exercise of religion guaranteed by internatio-
nal treaties. Nevertheless, in his general overview, he regarded the relations between mis-
sions and the General-Government of Angola as «satisfactory». The local government 
«promised all protection and moral and financial support» to Protestant missions. Mo-

45. Gasparri to Nicotra, 11th November 1926; Vatican Secret Archives/Lisbon Nunciature Archive (VSA/
LNA) n.º 435, Fasc. 1, Tit. VIII, Pos. 1.ª: Legislazioni (1924-1928), fls. 65-65v.
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reover, Warnshuis believed that with patience, and «by demonstrating the loyal purpose 
of the missions to observe the laws and regulations of the government», it would be 
possible to change some of the legal dispositions of Portuguese policies, especially those 
related to the use of indigenous languages for teaching. In sum, it was important to work 
in conformity with the indications of colonial officials, for good relations with the autho-
rities were fundamental to guarantee the normal activity of missionary work, despite the 
Portuguese violation of international conventions and their principles.

Warnshuis underlined the need for a cooperative relationship between missionaries 
and the Portuguese authorities, expressing an argument supported by others members of 
the IMC. In his report, Warnshuis used a speech given at the 1910 Edinburgh Conferen-
ce by Swiss missionary Arthur Grandjean (from the Mission Suisse, established in Mo-
zambique), to refute some of the missionaries’ claims against Portuguese legal measures. 
For instance, Warnshuis defended the «justness of the government demands» regarding 
the compulsory use of the Portuguese language in all missionary schools. But, despite 
Warnshuis’ arguments and warnings at the Oxford meeting, the IMC adopted a resolu-
tion declaring that the «free circulation» of the Bible in native languages and the «free 
use» of these in worship were «inseparable from the exercise of religious freedom». Ac-
cordingly, all missionaries should «respectfully» advocate this point when engaging colo-
nial authorities. Although this was a «general statement» related to missions everywhere, 
it had a particular relevance in the Portuguese colonial empire, given the nationalizing 
efforts guiding the country’s politics and policies of mission.46

The debates about the need to find a modus vivendi between Portuguese authorities 
and Protestant missionaries also emerged during the Conference on Christian Missions at 
Le Zoute-sur-mer (Belgium, September 1926), which followed the one held in High 
Leigh, in 1924, and was prepared by Oldham himself. This new conference took place 
amid the uproar caused by the so-called Ross Report, which denounced the widespread 
use of forced labour practices in Angola and Mozambique at the LoN. Most of the infor-
mation that American sociologist Edward Alsworth Ross used in this report came from 
Protestant missionaries, and several members of the IMC had facilitated the author’s trip 
to both Portuguese colonies. Although this deepened Portuguese suspicion and hostility 
against Protestant missionaries, it also reinforced the need for a cooperative relationship 
between both parts. These debates, problems and connections cannot be understood in 
a simple way. At the beginning of 1926, even before the conference in Belgium, Henri 
Anet, director of the Bureau des Missions Protestantes du Congo Belge, came to Lisbon 
to soothe the Portuguese authorities and minimize the negative effects that the Ross Re-
port could produce in the dynamics of missionary competition, namely regarding the ex-
pected impact on Protestant missionary endeavours at the colonies.47

46. A. L. Warnhuis, The relations of Missions and Governments in Belgian, French and Portuguese Colo-
nies; Torre do Tombo National Archives (ANTT), Companhia de Moçambique [Company of Mozambique], 
n.º de ordem 2164, n.º 316-AF26, 3-31.

47. For all these issues, see: Jerónimo, Miguel Bandeira, The ‘civilising mission’ of Portuguese colonia-
lism… cit.
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Henri Anet carefully detailed the myriad ways in which Protestant missionaries were 
willing to cooperate with the Portuguese empire-state, and in his report, he emphasized 
the proposals’ positive reception from important Portuguese colonial figures. Ernest W. 
Riggs, a leading member of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 
argued that Anet’s visit to Portugal was a success: Anet had left an excellent «impression» 
in the country, apparently tempering the Portuguese animosity towards Protestant mis-
sionaries after their involvement in the recent denunciation of Portuguese colonialism’s 
modus operandi. The proximity between Anet and Alberto de Oliveira, the Portuguese 
minister in Brussels, who was invited to attend the Le Zoute Conference, certainly hel-
ped. During the Conference, after a suggestion made by Anet, the Portuguese diplomat 
was allowed to publicise the Portuguese government’s commitment to supress abuses and 
to facilitate missionary action, namely in educational matters. Nevertheless, this com-
mitment would be in accordance with Portuguese imperial interests and goals. Portugue-
se authorities followed the debates addressed in this conference and in similar venues 
and events, for their discussions on racial issues, missionary strategies and educational 
topics allowed the authorities to anticipate future complaints in international fora or ex-
ternal pressures over their colonial policies.48

Conclusion

Since the mid-nineteenth century, Christian missionary movements promoted supranatio-
nality as a crucial element for their activities. They argued that the creation of new Chris-
tian believers was far more important than the shaping of new imperial citizens. The 
principles of religious and missionary freedom, guaranteed by the General Acts of Berlin 
and Brussels, were partly the result of these evangelizing perspectives. In varying degrees, 
they affected the relations between states and churches in metropolitan and colonial con-
texts. The widespread influence of Protestant missionary societies, and even of the Holy 
See, in metropolitan public opinion enabled them to get some leverage in those relations.

The emergence and consolidation of a supranational discourse fostered the develop-
ment of a religious modality of internationalism. In the Protestant field, this process rea-
ched a peak at the 1910 Edinburgh World Missionary Conference. In Catholic circles, it 
occurred via the process of centralisation of missionary activity in the hands of the Pro-
paganda Fide, which started with Gregory XVI back in the 1830s, and culminated with 
the missionary policy of Benedict XV and Pius XI in the 1920s. Both Protestants and 
Catholics had to counteract national(ist) projects, devising possible ways to continue their 
evangelizing work within a global context marked by the renewal of international pers-

48. Anet, Henri, «Report on a journey to Portugal», 3rd June 1926; in World Council of Churches Archi-
ves - IMC Archives (WCCA - IMCA), IMC/CBMS, Box 298, Portuguese Africa: Anet visit to Portugal, 1926-
1930; Ernest W. Riggs to A. L. Warnshuis, 22nd July 1926, in WCCA - IMCA, IMC/CBMS, FBN87, Portuguese 
Africa.
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pectives and imperial (and national) strategies. Multiple, and contingent, modi vivendi 
needed to be established. This was particularly clear in the case of the Portuguese colo-
nial empire.

As we have shown, the internationalisms that assumed an important place in the 
post-war moment, both an internationalism of nations (represented by the League of Na-
tions) as well as an internationalism of religions or religious internationalism (represented 
by the renewal of Catholic and Protestant missionary movements), intersected pro-
foundly with the colonial dynamics of the Portuguese empire-state. They effectively con-
ditioned imperial and colonial politics and policies, including those related to ecclesiasti-
cal and missionary aspects. The Portuguese empire-state and its authorities had to 
balance external legal, political, and religious rationales and logics with internal imperial 
and nationalizing projects. Therefore, understanding the politics and policies of the Por-
tuguese colonial empire requires the adequate study of these intersections. The three ca-
ses or observatories provided in this text demonstrate how and why international and 
transnational dynamics were crucial in the politics and policies of mission in the Portu-
guese colonial empire, as well as why scholars need to incorporate political and ecclesias-
tical dimensions and explore their interrelation, which operates in distinct scales: colo-
nial, metropolitan, international. The traditional metropolitan or colonial single-way 
focus is not sufficient. Wider processes, diverse political and ecclesiastical genealogies, 
and specific histories and historiographies need to be mobilized and articulated in a com-
mon framework. Their relevance and, we argue, their centrality, needs to be acknowled-
ged.
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